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Make main cover 5x7 inches or 5x6 inches at a higher 
resolution than you will want. I like 150 or even 300 ppi. You 
can downsize it later. (But you can't upsize it later without 
losing detail.) Save this file TWO ways:

1. in layers in case you want to make changes later
2. flattened to combine with other parts of the book image



Make the spine 1x7 inches or 1x6 inches. Using the Type Tool 
make the title horizontal then use transform to rotate the title 
90 degrees. Again make this at the same high resolution you 
made the cover.

Save it two ways – layered and flat like you did with the cover.



Next you need to make page lines if this is to be an ebook, or 
make a box top if this is to be a software box. 

You would make a box top the same way you made the spine.

You create these page lines by making a new image (File – 
New) at a size of 5x.5 inch. You can squish it later when you 
start to distort it during the distortion step. Do it at the same 
resolution you used for the others.

To draw the lines in, select the paint brush tool, set it to about 
3 pixels with a hard brush, use black as the color and draw the 
lines.

To keep them straight just hold down the shift key while 
drawing. Draw them in a back and forth direction (left to right, 
right to left, left to right, right to left) so you zig zag down 
through each line.

If you don't zig zag, the lines will suddenly connect to each 
other with diagonal lines. AAAAArrrrrrrggggghhhhh!



Next you need a blank image in which to assemble the parts 
to do the perspective distortions.

Use (File-New) and make it larger than the ebook. I use 9x9 
inches at the same high resolution I used for the other three 
parts of the ebook. Use either white or transparent for the 
color. I think white is the easier to see.



Drag each of the three pieces into the new square.



Using the move tool, drag each piece together. Obviously first 
select each layer before you try dragging it.



Select the “page lines” image layer, go to Edit-Transform-
Distort and shift the top of the “page lines” image to the left.



While still on the “page lines” image, in Edit-Transform select 
“Perspective” and drag the top right corner in a small bit.



Now select the “spine image” layer and do the same to it. 
Edit-Transform-Distort (Drag left side of the image upward.) 



Edit-Transform-Perspective (Drag top left corner down a bit.)



Again do Edit-Transform-Distort (Drag the center left side of 
the image upward and inward to line it up.)



You are going to flatten the ebook's visible layers without 
flattening the bottom layer. So hit the “Eye” icon on the bottom 
layer in the layers pallet to turn off the bottom layer.

Choose Layers – Merge Visible to flatten the ebook.



Select the new flattened ebook layer and again go to 
Edit-Transform-Distort. Grab the center right hand side of the 
ebook and bring it upward (and maybe inward) until you get 
the look you want. 



Select Edit-Transform-Perspective and bring down the top 
right hand corner of the ebook until it looks the way you want.



Flatten the image and Save-As
To make lower resolution version of the book for use on the 
Web, go to Image-Size, select the two boxes at the bottom, 
and enter the new resolution you want. Save-As with a 
different name than the larger one.



Here is a list of the steps.

Make main cover and flatten it. 
Save it layered and a flat version   

Make spine and add title – rotate title
Save it layered and a flat version    

Make pages lines
Save it    

Make a new file square  

Drag all three parts into it – flat cover, flat spine, page lines  

Drag them together  

Start with page lines – transform then distort then perspective 

Next select spine – transform distort, perspective, distort to 
fine tune 

Deselect bottom layer to merge visible  

Merge visible

Merged layers can now be transformed – distort then 
perspective  

Save ebook



Here is one that took me about 8 minutes to make the cover 
and spine. (I already had the images), then it took another 
2 minutes to run the distortion and perspective. While the 
finished ebook cover was still in layers, I drew a shadow under 
it with a large size brush and black color at 5% opacity.


